
What’s at the Bottom of 
The Garden?

The Little Red Hen
Traditional Tale PSHE / British Values/RE

RE- What makes a place sacred? 
Christian and Jewish beliefs. 
PSHE- Living in the Wider World. 

PE
We will also be continuing 
with Real PE  focusing on 

the physical cog.
The stories 

John and Jasmine learn 
to Juggle

and Ringo to the Rescue 
will be used to deliver 

sending /receiving skills 
and reaction and 

response. .

English
We will be looking at a range 

of traditional tales and writing 
our own stories, and retelling 
well known ones using story 
language. We will write for 

different purposes including 
instructions for bread making. 
For spelling, punctuation and 
grammar we will be recapping 
suffixes, prefixes, plurals and 

contractions.
We  will be recapping  all of 
our phonics and learn to be 

confident in reading and 
writing them.

Maths
We will be consolidating 

our learning about  
division and multiplication 
that we learnt in term 4.
We will be looking at all 

different kinds of 
measurement including 

weight, length and 
capacity. We will be 

looking at number bonds 
and addition facts to 20. 

We will revisit money. 

Computing
We will be using 

technology 
purposefully to 
create, organise 
and store digital 

content.  

ART/DT
To develop technique using 

colour, pattern and form. We 
will be colour mixing and 

sketching  outdoors
looking  at the patterns we can 

find in nature. 
We will also be comparing 

artists to see what we 
like/dislike about different 

techniques and creating our own 
based on what we liked. 

Science
We will be identifying and 

naming a variety of common 
wild and garden plants, 
including deciduous and 

evergreen trees. We will 
also be learning to 

identify and describe the 
basic structure of a variety 
of common flowering plants, 

including trees.
We will be thinking about 

where our food comes from. 

Wow event
Children will plant a seed and 

we will challenge them to 
grow it as tall as they can! 

What will your seed need to 
be the tallest? 

Time to shine
At the end of 
term we will 

share our ‘talk 
for write’ story 

and the 
adaption to the 
story that we 
have written.

Music
This term will we be 

continuing to learn to play 
the recorder, learning key 

notes and songs.


